### Courses in English

#### Course Description

| **Department** | 13 General and Interdisciplinary Studies |
| **Course title** | German Grammar in English for International Students |
| **Hours per week (SWS)** | 4 |
| **Number of ECTS credits** | 3 |

#### Course objective

This course is intended to address the needs of international students at the beginning and intermediate levels of German. Students who are planning to spend one semester at the MUAS will acquire a working knowledge of German beyond the beer garden. Those spending two semesters should be able to function in courses conducted in German in their second semester.

#### Prerequisites

- Recommended reading: Script will be provided

#### Teaching methods

- Hard-core grammar with minimal vocabulary to accommodate both beginning and intermediate students.
- No language barriers here. Ask in English.

#### Assessment methods

- Language of instruction: English

#### Name of lecturer

- Russel Block

#### Email

- block@hm.edu

#### Course content

It is difficult to learn the grammar of a foreign language in a foreign language if you are not yet fluent in the foreign language. Since most of the international students who come to us are better in English than in German at the time of their arrival, a description of the main points of German grammar in English should be a welcome approach.

#### Remarks

Obviously, this will not work unless you attend class.